Through the development of a research agenda with the aim of enforcing the integration between artificial intelligence and robotics, researchers are expected to address global concerns about the current lack of agreement around the adoption of standards and common visions related to robot infrastructure, tools for the rapid prototyping of robot systems, software architectures for robots, benchmarking and human-robot interaction. As a matter of fact, this situation is preventing the worldwide adoption of robots as efficient service machines.
is not powerful enough to process huge amounts of sensory data, to maintain complex models of the environment and to act accordingly in real-time. This is where infrastructure comes into play. According to the "Cloud Robotics" paradigm [2] , robots are entities that are connected to a higherlevel intelligent infrastructure, which acts as if it was a sort of world wide web for robots [3] . The challenge is to support the worldwide integration (at the software, hardware and communication levels) of large-scale knowledge representation and reasoning systems, which can be used to drive the behaviour of each robot in the network in the proper way.
Rapid prototyping tools for intelligent robots. If we want robots to operate purposively and sensibly in real-world scenarios, formal top-down approaches in development toolchains to robot behaviour design are needed, which are to a large extent independent from the actual robot hardware. Analogously to robot mechanical and hardware design, the field of robot behavioural design must be enforced as well [4] . In robotics research, this is not a novel claim [5, 6] . However, novel exciting issues are emerging.
• The correctness of the software implementation of sensing and control algorithms, which are sound from a theoretical perspective. Of particular interest is the National Science Foundation's initiative about cyber-physical systems (CPS), which emphasizes formal procedures to obtain faithful software implementations replicating their theoretical counterparts [7, 8] .
• The soundness of the (usually multi-agent) software architecture as a whole, which must integrate different robot behaviours (usually implemented as separate and independent modules) in a full-fledged real-time framework. To this aim, it is necessary to enforce the adoption of formal methods to software design, for instance by adopting design patterns specifically targeted at roboticsspecific requirements [9].
• The need for domain-specific languages and their integration in software architectures. Starting from well-known specialized languages in artificial intelligence domains, such as the planning domain definition language (PDDL) [10] , it becomes clear that selected parts of complex robot software architectures may need ad hoc and specialized tools for their design. On the one hand, each specialized tool may be endowed with its own formal language to achieve a better design methodology; on the other hand, general-purpose scripting languages like Python [11] and Lua [12] may be used to allow non-technical personnel to easily code robot behaviours.
• The ability, both at the design and development levels, for a framework able to visualize the results of design and implementation choices in a direct way. In spite of the many models so far proposed in Software Engineering [13], development in robotics still follows a "design -develop -integrate -test -refine" approach. However, this approach suffers from well-known drawbacks, for instance the difficulty of integrating software components that are aimed at being completely decoupled. Taking inspiration from novel development paradigms in related fields [14] , it is necessary to provide designers and developers with tools able to support an agile full-cycle development process, such as embedded simulations based on real data sets and hardware in the loop [15] .
Software frameworks for intelligent robots. During the past few years, different frameworks emerged that can be considered first steps towards the standardization of solutions for developing software applications for robots [16, 17] . Such frameworks are important for a number of reasons: on the one hand, they allow for the development of hardware-independent methods and algorithms for data sensing, representation and control; on the other hand, they enforce quality-assurance, long-term stability of code, and the interoperability with components and available tool chains. Based on these promising approaches, it is mandatory to develop software frameworks able to support the correct implementation of theoretically sound algorithms, to work in real-time (in order to allow for a principled integration of computationally demanding reasoning frameworks), to semantically reproduce the designed overall robot behaviour and to be deployed in a fully distributed fashion, to benefit from a complex computational infrastructure.
Validation and benchmarking in real-world scenarios. Once complex robot systems are developed, it is necessary to validate their overall behaviour in well-defined scenarios. It is necessary to identify potential scenarios, to derive the corresponding functional and non-functional requirements and to target robot behaviour development towards the fulfilment of such requirements. To this aim, in the past few years, four are the major initiatives to date: the FET Flagship Candidate Robot Companion for Citizens [18] , which aims at revolutionising the notion of welfare in Europe, the RoboCup@Home league [19] , which specifically targets the home scenario as a framework to develop advanced cognitive robot behaviours, the JST ERATO synergistic intelligence initiative in Japan, which aims at defining robot behaviours on a bio-inspired basis [20] , and the Twenty-first Century Frontier Program for Intelligent Robotics Research in South Korea [21] . The challenge is to provide researchers wishing to join this effort with clear benchmarking parameters and complex data sets to produce research outcomes that are comparable to what other researchers are doing.
Human-robot interaction. It is nowadays evident that intelligent behaviours in robots emerge as the interplay among sensory, representation and motor activities in the real-world, specifically when interacting with the surrounding environment or with humans. As a matter of fact, the variability of human life in its own right constitutes a benchmark (i.e., a scenario) for achieving intelligent behaviour. In order for a robot to be credible, it must be able to engage humans not only at the cognitive level, but also at the physical level, specifically avoiding the well-known uncanny valley effect [22] . Furthermore, humans require the establishment with artefacts in their environment of long-term and stable relationships [23] , and robots constitute no difference. This fact has non-obvious consequences on robot infrastructure, design tools and software architectures. As a matter of fact, long-term human-robot interaction requires huge amount of data to be stored and maintained (thereby requiring infrastructure), meaningful interaction procedures (thereby requiring design tools to be used by non-specialists), and powerful reasoning mechanisms to allow robot to purposively engage humans in interaction activities (thereby requiring real-time software architectures). The challenge is to be able to translate complex human-robot interaction tasks in actual robot design requirements.
Summarizing, it is necessary to call on researchers, practitioners and stakeholders from the industry to participate in the development of a roadmap to fill all the aforementioned gaps in intelligent robotics. The articles present in this Special Issue series are a first step in this direction.
